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Motivation

Motivation

I AdS/CFT → thermal quench in gauge theory ⇔ formation of black hole in
gravitational theory [Maldecena]

I Numerical simulations of scalar fields in AdS → collapse is generic for all ε
[Bizoń & Rostworowski]

I Further research found “islands of stability” for some initial data [Green et al.]

I Classify phases of collapse found in full numerical work [Cownden, Deppe, & Frey]

I Capture nonlinear dynamics of energy cascade in the perturbative theory →
easier evolution

I Test how well TTF approximates full nonlinear theory → hybrid
TTF/nonlinear evolution?

I Effects of truncation

I Space of solutions

I What is perturbative timescale?
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Introduction The AdS/CFT Correspondence

The AdS/CFT Correspondence

I Classical gravity in AdSd+1 ⇔ CFT
in d-dimensions

I Black hole formation ⇔ CFT
thermalization

I Λ = −(d−1)(d−2)
2`2 < 0

I Massless fields travel to ∞ and
back in finite time → gravitational
refocusing
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Introduction Gravitational Collapse in AdS

Gravitational Collapse in AdS

I Minimally-coupled massless scalar field in AdS4

I Spherical symmetry, Schwarzschild-like coordinates → A(t, x), δ(t, x)

I Expand φ, A, δ in terms of ε

I Nonlinear dynamics captured at O(ε3) → stable against collapse for t ∼ ε−2

Gab + Λgab = 8π

(
∇aφ∇bφ−

1

2
gab∇cφ∇cφ

)
ds2 =

`2

cos2(x/`)

(
−Ae−2δdt2 +A−1dx2 + sin2(x/`)dΩd−1

)
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∞∑
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Introduction The Two-Time Formalism (TTF)

The Two-Time Formalism (TTF)

I O(ε): eigenfunctions ej(x) ∝ P ( d
2−1,

d
2 )

j (cos(2x)), eigenfrequencies
ωj = (2j + d) → solution for φ1

I O(ε2): backreaction with the metric

I O(ε3): source term for resonant contributions → resummation techniques
[Craps et al.] to absorb remaining resonances into amplitude/phase

I Energy exchange between modes on order of τ = ε2t → Aj(τ), Bj(τ)
[Balasubramanian et al.]

φ1(t, x) =

∞∑
j=0

Aj(t) cos(ωjt+Bj(t)) ej(x)
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− 2ωl
dAl(τ)

dτ
=

l≤i+j∑
i 6=l

∑
j 6=l

f1 (S,Ai, Aj , Ai+j−l, Bi, Bj , Bi+j−l)

−2ωlAl
dBl(τ)

dτ
=

l≤i+j∑
i 6=l

∑
j 6=l

f2 (S,Ai, Aj , Ai+j−l, Bi, Bj , Bi+j−l)
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Results Quasi-Periodic Solutions

Quasi-Periodic Solutions

I Quasi-periodic ansatz Aj = αje
iβjτ [Green et al.] → TTF equations become

time-independent when βj = β0 + j(β1 − β0)

I αj > αj+1 ∀ j
I Scaling symmetry: α0 = 1 → α1 families of solutions

I Solve QP equation with Newton-Raphson → low jmax using seed equation
αj ∝ e−j

2ωlαlβl = Tlα
3
l +

∑
i6=l

Rilα
2
iαl+

l≤i+j∑
i 6=l

∑
j 6=l

Sij(i+j−l)lαiαjαi+j−l
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Results Quasi-Periodic Solutions

Quasi-Periodic Solutions

I Classify solutions by T ≡ E/N
I Able to extend existing solutions from jmax ∼ 100 to jmax = 500

I Robust in jmax →∞ limit

(a) An overlay of QP solutions with ↵1 = 0.2,

corresponding to T0 ' 3.146.

(b) QP solutions up to jmax = 350.

Figure 1: Energy spectra for various QP solutions.

By following the methods outlined in appendix A, we are able to start with a low jmax solution

and incrementally increase the number of modes being considered up to several hundred. This

method was found to be more successful, given the optimization algorithms being used, than

other seeding methods.

As an example, consider solutions to (3.2) with the conditions ↵0 = 1.0 (since all QP

solutions are defined up to an overall scale, ↵0 = 1.0 is taken to always be true) and ↵1 = 0.2,

which corresponds to an initial temperature of T0 ' 3.146. In figure 1a, we present an

overlay of QP solutions generated by successive solving, fitting, and seeding from jmax = 50

to jmax = 500 for two families of QP solutions. Similar high jmax solutions were confirmed

for ↵1  0.442.

When examining the range of ↵1 values that result in QP solutions existing, it was found

that any solution that existed at small jmax could be extended to large jmax with proper

seeding and su�cient computing power. However, a hard limit exists at the maximum ↵1

value of ↵1 = 0.442, corresponding to a temperature of T ' 4.643. Above this limit, no

QP solutions can be found even for jmax values as low as jmax = 50. There seem to be

no solutions that exist at low jmax that cease to exist at high jmax. Furthermore, there is

no corresponding lower limit to ↵1 values; as ↵1 ! 0 with ↵j > ↵j+1, the TTF solution

approaches the well-known single-mode solution.

3.2 High Temperature Perturbations

In [28], additional QP solutions can be found by repeatedly perturbing existing solutions. The

addition of some energy �E corresponds to the changes ↵j ! ↵j +uj and �j ! �j +✓1 +!j✓2.
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Cownden, Deppe, & Frey: In progress
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Results High-Temperature Solutions

High-Temperature Solutions

I Perturb by δE → new solutions have energy E + δE, N, and T + δT

I Repeat process to Tmax = 2jmax + d

I Projection frequency back to solution plane → threshold temperature Tth

(a) The result of applying repeated iterations

of the linear perturbations to the initial QP

solution of ↵1 = 0.44, projecting back to the

QP plane every five iterations. The perturba-

tion amount (�E in (3.4)) is fixed to 1% of the

initial energy.

(b) Starting from the same ↵1 = 0.44 QP so-

lution, linear perturbations are again applied,

this time projecting back to the QP plane ev-

ery 20 iterations.

Figure 2: The results of projecting a jmax = 50, ↵1 = 0.44 solution back to the QP plane

at various frequencies during high temperature perturbations. Colour changes indicate that

the non-linear solver has been applied.

(a) Energy spectra after multiple energy per-

turbations for an initial ↵1 = 0.44 QP solu-

tion (see figure 2a for temperature and ↵1 as

a function of iteration).

(b) Starting from the same QP solution as

figure 3a, multiple energy perturbations are

again applied. The high-temperature solution

is then used as a seed for the nonlinear solver

after 20 consecutive perturbations.

Figure 3: Comparing energy spectra of high-temperature perturbations of an ↵1 = 0.44 QP

solution that have been projected back to the QP plane at di↵erent frequencies.
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Cownden, Deppe, & Frey: In progress

I If T > Tth, not robust in jmax →∞
I Tth << Tmax
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Results Evolution of Solutions

Evolution of Solutions

I Time evolution of
amplitude/phase
solutions

I Direct and inverse
energy cascades
stable over t ∼ ε−2

I QP: small energy
fraction in high-j
modes

I High-T: large
energy fraction in
high-j modes

I Growth of
|R(t, x = 0)|
suggests collapse
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Summary

Summary

I Collapse of scalar field in AdS ⇔ thermalization of dual CFT

I Perturbative theory captures weakly turbulent energy cascade → TTF for
inverse cascades

I QP solutions robust in jmax →∞, high-T solutions are not

I Energy transfer between high-j → periodic for QP, chaotic for high-T

I Conclusions
I Space of stable solutions is restricted by Tth

I Solutions with T > Tth most likely unstable in nonlinear evolution
I CFT has fewer configurations that do not thermalize

I Next steps
I Evolve TTF data with full nonlinear evolution
I Compare TTF evolution to nonlinear to establish limit of perturbative

timescale

I Future: develop perturbative theory for massive TTF → less symmetry in
equations ∴ fewer cancelations of resonant terms in resummation
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Summary
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